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													Great old school mechanic who will be honest and help you prioritize repairs.  They will tell you if they can't do what you need and work with peeps. Very old style service!

Also a very dog friendly joint! They support several animal charities in the area! Take your friendly pup! They have treats!

												


												Cindy Steinle
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													This is a place I really enjoy to take my car for repairs. They are nice and honest mechanics. The quote they give you is fair and also the timeline they give for the repairs is always spot on. I always get my car back the same day. Thank you M&S I appreciate your excellent service. I hope you stay open forever.

												


												Shishi Hokodan
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Call today at 414-727-7475 or come by the shop at 3633 W Burnham St, Milwaukee, WI, 53215. Ask any car or truck owner in Milwaukee who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you M&S Automotive.
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